
DR. SHAIEKH KAISER WAHEED
CHAIRMAN PPMA & PRESIDENT & CEO
MEDISURE LABS., PAKISTAN (PVT) LTD.
D6, AL-HILAL SOCIETY,
MAIN UNIVERSITY ROAD, KARACHI.
TEL: 021- 111 786 007
FAX: 021 - 34938086
E-MAIL: medisure@medisure.com.pk & kaiseraheed@hotmail.com;
CELL: 0300 - 8206353

MR. IJAZ A. SIDDQUI.
SR. VICE CHAIRMAN PPMA & DIRECTOR
HIMONT PHARMACEUTICALS
17-K.M., FEROZEPUR ROAD,
LAHORE.
TEL: 35814391-3 / 35811868
Fax: 35814396
Email: ijaz@himont.com
URL: www.himont.com
Cell No. 0321-4199933

SOUTH ZONE

1 MR. NADEEM AHMED CHANDNA
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & DIRECTOR
ELKO ORGANIZATION (PVT) LTD
PLOT # 27 & 28, SECTOR 12/B
NORTH KARACHI INDUSTRIAL AREA, KARACHI
PH: (021) 6956880-83 FAX : 021-2477280
Cell: 0300-8226265
E-mail : nadeem_a_chandna@yahoo.com

2 MR. SHUJA MALIK
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & DIRECTOR
UDL PHARMACEUTICAL
C117/1, KDA SCHEME # 1, TIPU SULTAN ROAD,
KARACHI
PH: 021 - 34315591-5 fax: 021 - 34315596
CELL: 0321-8202156
EMAIL: shuja.malik@udlpharma.com;

3 MR. KHURRAM KHALIL NANITALWALA
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
W. WOODWARD PAKISTAN (PVT) LTD.
F-275, S.I.T.E.,
KARACHI
Tel: 021-34528901-9 / 0345-2391223 (Zahid)
Fax: 021 - 34557379
E-mail: impex@mgcpakistan.com
CELL: 0300-8204626

4 CH. MUHAMMAD ISRAR SHARIF
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & MANAGING DIRECTOR
GENIX PHARMA (PRIVATE) LTD.
44 & 45-B, Korangi Creek Road, KARACHI
PH: 021-111 10 10 11 FAX: 021- 111 10 10 22
CELL: 0300 - 8252221
E-mail: israr@genixpharma.com;

5 MR. NAVEED NAWAZISH ALI HAKIM
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & MANAGING DIRECTOR,
HELIX PHARMA (PVT) LTD
A/56, S.I.T.E., Manghopir Road,
KARACHI
PH: 021 - 32570182-83 FAX: 021 - 32564393

NORTH ZONE

1 MR. M. HASEEB KHAN
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & CHIEF EXECUTIVE
HARMANN PHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORIES (PVT) LTD.
12-NARGAS BLOCK, ALLAMA IQBAL, TOWN,
LAHORE.
PH: 042 - 35510778 FAX: 042 - 35510448
CELL: 0321-9444071
EMAIL: harmannpharma@yahoo.com

2 MR. NADEEM ZAFAR
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & CHIEF EXECUTIVE
FRIENDS PHARMA (PVT) LTD.
31, KM FEROZEPUR ROAD, LAHORE
PH: 042 - 35935121-3 FAX: 042-35935070
CELL: 0300-8448559 & 0321-8448559
EMAIL: nadeem@friendspharma.com

3 MR. ASAD A. MUMTAZ
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & DIRECTOR
LAHORE CHEMICAL & PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LTD.
137, SHAHRAH-E-MAULANA, JALALUDDIN ROOMI,
LAHORE
PH: 042-37427670-73 FAX: 042-37427675
CELL: 0300-8448898
EMAIL: asadmumtaz@howardspharma.com

4 MR. HAMAYUN KABIR
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & CHIEF EXECUTIVE
MEDERA PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LTD.
PLOT #. 249-A, INDUSTRIAL TRIANGLE, KAHUTA ROAD,
ISLAMABAD.
TEL: 051-4491045 FAX: 051-4492014
CELL: 0300-9543648 EMAIL: medera2000@yahoo.com

5 MR. SALEEM IQBAL
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
UNISON CHEMICAL WORKS
OST OFFICE ARIAN, 15-KM, RAIWIND ROAD, LAHORE
PH: 042-35330249 FAX: 042-35330251
CELL: 0300-8204626
6 MR. M. ILYAS NAINITALWALA
MEMBER OF CEC PPMA & CHIEF EXECUTIVE
EPHARM LABORATORIES
C-197, Block 2, Opp Usman Public
School Campus IV, P.E.C.H.S. Karachi
PH: 021-34529330-3 FAX: 021-32443784
CELL: 0300 - 2180989
E-mail: epharm@cyber.net.pk

6 KHAWAJA SHAHZEB AKRAM
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & VICE PRESIDENT
MASS PHARMA (PVT) LTD.
57-D, Model Town,
Lahore.
Tel No. 35856063. Fax No. 35856064
Cell No. 0321-8402014, 0300-8402013
Email: shahzeb@masspharma.com
URL: www.masspharma.com

7 MR. EHSAN AWAN
MEMBER OF CEC PPMA & & Director
NAWAN LABORATORIES (PVT) LTD
136 - 138, Sector 15, Korangi Industrial Area
KARACHI
PH: 021-35065835-7 FAX : 021-35061936
CELL: 0321-828 3222
E-mail: nawanlabs@cyber.net.pk
ehsan@nawanlab.com;

7 MIAN YASIR LIAQAT ALI
MEMBER OF CEC PPMA & DIRECTOR
FYNK PHARMACEUTICALS
299-HIDAYAT ULLAH BLOCK, MUSTAFA TOWN,
WAHADAT ROAD,
LAHORE.
TEL: 042-35427780-81 FAX: 042-35427782
Cell No.0321-4398138
EMAIL: fynk_pharmaceutical@yahoo.com

8 MR. M. HAROON QASSIM
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & MANAGING DIRECTOR
PHARMEVO (PRIVATE) LIMITED
402, BUSINESS AVENUE, Block-6, P. E. C. H. S. ,
Shahrah-e-Faisal, Karachi
Ph: 34315195-7 Fax: 34556344
Cell: 0300 - 8230388
E-mail: haroon.qassim@pharmevo.biz

8 MR. MUBASHAR JAVED
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & Chief Executive
TRISON RESEARCH LABORATORIES
191/B, B O R Society,
Lahore
Tel No. 042-35172884 / 35172885
E mail: ceo.trison@yahoo.com
Cell No. 0321-8448465

9 MR. TAUQEEER UL HAQ
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & MANAGING DIRECTOR
SANTE (PVT) LTD.
245/Z-2, BLOCK 6, P.E.C.H.S.
KARACHI
Tel: 34520507 Fax: 34533425
CELL 0300-0880118
E-mail: thaq@sante.com.pk

9 MR. TAHIR LATIF
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & Chief Executive
AVENTEK PHARMACEUTICALS (PVT) LTD.,
24-C-1, Jail Road,
Lahore
Tel No. 37569637-8. Cell No. 0300-8426837
Fax No. 042-37554200
Email: avntek@hotmail.com
aventekpharmaceutical@gmail.com

10 MISS. MAHVASH TARIQ SIDDII
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA &
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
EPLA LABORATORIES (PVT) LTD.
D-12, ESTATE AVENUE, S.I.T.E., KARACHI
PH: 021 - 3576126-30 FAX: 021 - 32561092
CELL: 0345-8295638
EMAIL: msiddiqi@epla-labs.com

10 DR. QURAT UL AIN IRFAN
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA & DIRECTOR
PACIFIC PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
29TH K.M. MULTAN ROAD, LAHORE
PH: 042-35975291-3 FAX: 042-35975356
CELL: 0301-8441304
EMAIL: irfan.qurat@pacificpharmaceuticals.com

MR. NAJEEB UR REHMAN
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA &
Chief Executive Officer
Ray Pharma (Pvt) Ltd.
Rahimtoola House, 38-C, Khayaban-e-Shahbaz,
PH: 021-35243301-6 Ext. 307
Cell: 0300-2006303
EMAIL: najeeb.rehman@raypharma.com.pk

MR. ANSAR FAROOQ CH.
MEMBER CEC OF PPMA &
Chief Executive Officer,
Medizan Laboratories (Pvt) Ltd.,
Plot No. 313 Industrial Triangle,
Kahutta, Islamabad.
PH: 051 - 4490030 - 31 & 4491966
Email: medizanfinance@gmail.com
Cell: 0336-9005466 & 0332 - 5121565